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Nanometre-scale contact experiments1–6 and simulations7–10
demonstrate the potential to probe incipient plasticity—the
onset of permanent deformation—in crystals. Such studies also
point to the need for an understanding of the mechanisms
governing defect nucleation in a broad range of fields and
applications. Here we present a fundamental framework for
describing incipient plasticity that combines results of atomistic
and finite-element modelling, theoretical concepts of structural
stability at finite strain, and experimental analysis. We quantify
two key features of the nucleation and subsequent evolution of
defects. A position-sensitive criterion based on elastic stability
determines the location and character of homogeneously
nucleated defects. We validate this stability criterion at both
the atomistic and the continuum levels. We then propose a
detailed interpretation of the experimentally observed sequence
of displacement bursts to elucidate the role of secondary defect
sources operating locally at stress levels considerably smaller
than the ideal strength required for homogeneous nucleation.
These findings provide a self-consistent explanation of the
discontinuous elastic–plastic response in nanoindentation
measurements, and a guide to fundamental studies across
many disciplines that seek to quantify and predict the initiation
and early stages of plasticity.
Characteristic discontinuities have been observed consistently in
the measured load–penetration depth (P–h) response of single
crystals indented to nanometre-scale depths1–5. Before the first
discontinuity, local shear stresses beneath the nominally sharp
indenter approach the theoretical strength of the indented crystal,
indicating that homogeneous defect nucleation is a logical starting
event for subsequent incipient (that is, early-stage) plasticity (Fig.
1a). This hypothesis is supported by recent in situ experiments6
using the Bragg–Nye bubble raft analogue, showing that nanoindentation of a two-dimensional (2D) crystal indeed results in
homogeneous dislocation nucleation. However, the present level of
quantitative understanding of the mechanisms by which contactinduced plasticity initiates and evolves in three-dimensional (3D)
crystals is still limited.
The displacement bursts in the load-controlled experiment of
Fig. 1a would appear as sharp decreases in load (dips) in a
displacement-controlled experiment, as shown for a simulated
displacement-controlled response in Fig. 1b. These dips correspond
to elastic instabilities that can be predicted by a free-energy-based,
position-dependent criterion, and its validity demonstrated at both
the atomic and continuum levels. To show this, we consider a
representative volume element V subjected to homogeneous deformation at finite strain to a current configuration x. Expanding the
free energy F to the second order in incremental displacement u (x),
we obtain (J.L. et al., manuscript in preparation)
ð
1
DF ¼
Dijkl ui;j ðxÞuk;l ðxÞ dV
ð1Þ
2 VðxÞ
where Dijkl ; Cijkl þ tjl dik ; C is the elastic constants tensor, t is the
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internal or Cauchy stress tensor, and ui;j ; ›ui ðxÞ=›xj : Substitution
of a plane wave perturbation, ui ðxÞ ¼ wi expðik·xÞ; into equation (1)
leads to the following stability condition for the representative
volume element:

Lðw; kÞ ; ðCijkl wi wk þ tjl Þkj kl . 0

ð2Þ

The sign of L(w, k) reflects the concavity of F (w is the
polarization vector, and k the wavevector). If there exists a pair of
w, k such that L(w, k) is negative, then homogeneity of this
representative volume element cannot be maintained and defect
singularities will form internally in four stages. (1) Linear growth of
the unstable elastic wave, well-described by continuum; (2) nonlinear evolution at larger amplitudes, over which the wave profile
steepens; (3) progressive steepening of the wave front until its width
approaches atomic spacing, upon which its description must be
transferred from a continuum to an atomistic basis; and (4) arrest of
the atomistically sharp wave front in a low-dimensional atomic

Figure 1 Nanoindentation responses. a, Experimentally measured applied load–
displacement response of {111} single-crystal aluminium4 showing an initial displacement
burst (arrow). Following this first event, multiple displacement bursts can be observed.
The displacement bursts are either minor (m), spanning ,2 nm or less, or major (M),
10 nm or more, both at essentially constant applied load. A minor burst indicates a single
slip event whereby just one prismatic or glide loop is created, which then propagates until
being stopped at the substrate (or at a grain boundary in the case of a polycrystal). In
contrast, a major burst indicates at least ten consecutive complete slips, at no observable
increase in applied load. Just one such major burst would exhaust at least a significant
portion of the elastic energy stored in a particular slip system4. b, Applied displacement–
load response (blue) of MD simulated bubble raft, showing correlation of load drops with a
sequence of observed homogeneous dislocation dipole nucleation events. The elastic
instability criterion L min (red) tends to zero for the first several nucleation events. All
nucleation events occur subsurface; the high mobility of the dissociated dipoles
immediately restores the region beneath the indenter to crystallize order after nucleation.
Our interbubble potential is of the form V ðr Þ ¼ aðr 2 1Þ4 2 bðr 2 1Þ2 , where r is the
interbubble distance. Length and energy units represented by the cut-off radius and
potential well-depth, respectively, are set equal to unity such that the potential well shape
is controlled by a single parameter, the equilibrium distance r 0, set equal to 0.85. The
indenter of radius R ¼ 160 is implemented as a frictionless, external potential on the
bubbles. The bubble raft is 340 £ 212 in dimension, containing 115,200 bubbles for this
in-plane orientation.
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energy profile, at which point a defect is nucleated. If the wave is
transverse, the instability will probably result in the formation of a
dislocation or twin of slip plane normal k and Burgers vector
orientation w; if the wave is longitudinal, a microcrack
would result. The elastic stability of the representative volume
element thus can be determined by minimizing L(w, k) with respect
to the polarization vector w and wavevector k, Lmin ;
minjwj¼1;jkj¼1 Lðw; kÞ: By interpreting L min as a measure of microstiffness that varies locally, instability is predicted at the position
where L min vanishes. Note that equation (2) is an energy-based
criterion; its minimization at a material point is, in fact, environment-dependent. The present approach is different from the analysis of instability under homogeneous loading11–13 in two respects.
In the case of nanoindentation, stress applied via the frictionless
indenter is nonuniform and thus can create an elastically unstable
volume that is isolated physically from the external loading.
Secondly, our derivation is the first (to our knowledge) such
expression capable of predicting not only the location of elastic
instability, but also the slip character (slip plane and Burgers vector)
of the corresponding defect, as shown below.
As a criterion derived from the free energy, equation (2) is
equivalent to the continuum-based condition discussed formally
by Hill14 in the context of acceleration waves and by Rice15 when
considering shear band formation. In our implementation we
ascribe to each atom an atomistic stress tensor16 and an elastic
constant tensor17, and identify the ‘softest atom’ by minimizing
L(w, k) for each atom iteratively, first with respect to w and then

with respect to k to obtain a self-consistent L min. The lowest L min
found at a given indenter displacement is shown for a 2D, molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation of the Bragg–Nye raft (Fig. 1b). During
elastic deformation, L min decreases monotonically and vanishes
exactly when the first load dip occurs. The correspondence between
a load dip and the vanishing of L min continues for five subsequent
dips. Furthermore, we find that the w and k vectors that minimize
L(w, k) agree well with the slip direction and slip plane normal,
respectively, observed in MD simulations, which are also consistent
with the primary slip system of the face-centred cubic crystallographic lattice. Considering the complexity of the numerical
evaluations, we regard the results of Fig. 1b as significant and
quantitative validation of the stability criterion in both formulation and implementation. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration of a site-specific stability criterion at the atomic
scale.
We have extended this stability analysis to finite element calculations based on Cauchy–Born elasticity18 by incorporating large
strain constitutive relations provided directly by interatomic potentials. In contrast to the quasicontinuum method developed by
Tadmor et al.19, which in principle should give the same result for
the present nucleation problem, our approach remains a fully
continuum method that is capable of describing the elastic instabilities predicted by the L-criterion. Its implementation in a standard
finite element software package20 requires only that the user supply
the exact Cauchy–Born constitutive relation, which comes directly
from a static (temperature T ¼ 0) or ensemble-averaged lattice sum
calculating at every step with the appropriate interatomic potential.
This method allows us to identify the lowest L min among all nodes,
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Figure 2 Correspondence of MD and FEM simulations in k111l cylindrical indentation of
Cu. In both simulations, the long axis of the cylinder is along k110l. a, Applied
displacement–load responses (h–P ) showing correlation of load relaxation with
homogeneous defect nucleation. The FEM response (blue) shows good agreement with
MD (red) for the initial, elastic loading response and the critical load required to nucleate a
defect. b, MD simulation comprising 290,304 atoms and periodic boundary conditions,
showing that the nucleation site (blue) is off the centre axis (dashed line) by ,20%, and at
a depth ,60% of the contact radius a. Indenter radius R ¼ 20 nm. Atoms are colourencoded by coordination number N: yellow, N ¼ 12; blue, N – 12. The lack of left–right
symmetry and decreased depth of nucleation are due to the elastic anisotropy of Cu, and
are consistent with the recently developed linear elastic, anisotropic solution for a
cylindrical punch23. c, MD simulation after several dipole nucleation events illustrating the
formation of a shear band (dashed lines) after the dissociation of dislocation pairs to the
free surface and crystalline interior. d, FEM simulation of the initial defect nucleation event
(elements are colour-encoded by the Mises stress, red and blue denote maximum and
minimum values respectively) showing that shear localization spontaneously appears
immediately after L min ¼ 0. The predicted nucleation site, slip plane normal and Burgers
vector all agree with MD observations after the event.
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Figure 3 Homogeneous defect nucleation in k111l spherical indentation of Al. a, MD
simulation of spherical indentation (R ¼ 12 nm) normal to the k111l surface of Al results
in a sessile structure derived from homogeneously nucleated glide loops on three
equivalent {111} planes. The simulation comprises 326,592 atoms and periodic boundary
conditions, using the Ercolessi potential24 for Al. Atom colour indicates coordination
number N: light pink, surface coordination, N ¼ 9; atoms with perfect coordination
N ¼ 12 are made invisible. Other colours (green, blue and light pink interior atoms)
indicate under- or over-coordinated atoms, which are atoms comprising defects.
b, Diagram of the {111}k110l slip systems available for indentation in the k111l direction.
Symmetric arrangement of the systems indicates that homogeneous nucleation of
dislocation loops on multiple slip systems must result in loop intersection and,
consequently, sessile dislocation segments in the interior of the crystal. c, Top view of the
MD simulation surface showing the k110l orientations of three slip steps (surface ledges)
that result from the initial nucleation event. The surface ledge corners then act as stress
concentrators for further heterogeneous nucleation events.
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thereby predicting homogeneous defect nucleation in accordance
with an atomic-scale strain-to-failure criterion. Direct comparison
of the load–displacement responses for cylindrical k111l indentation of Cu obtained by direct MD and the aforementioned finite
element method (FEM) using the same interatomic potential21 is
shown in Fig. 2a. The close correspondence in the elastic loading
and the critical load for defect nucleation given by these two
traditionally different methods of modelling is noteworthy.
Further validation of our interatomic-potential-based FEM calculation against direct MD under the condition of large nonlinear
strain and homogeneous defect nucleation is demonstrated by the
fidelity of the nucleation site, slip plane, and Burgers vector
obtained from these two approaches (Fig. 2b–d).
We next consider MD simulations of spherical indentation,
showing the atomic-level details of dislocation nucleation and
subsequent incipient plasticity. Figure 3a shows that defect nucleation during displacement-controlled k111l nanoindentation of Al
occurs near the surface as expanding glide loops on three equivalent
{111}k110l slip systems (Fig. 3b). Kelchner et al. reported initial
glide loop nucleation for atomistic simulations of spherical k111l
indentation in another face-centred cubic crystal (Au), but did not
observe the three-fold symmetry of the defect structure7. This
contrast may be due to differences in elastic anisotropy of the
crystal, stacking fault energy, and the computational method
employed (Kelchner et al. used energy minimization, as opposed
to MD). Owing to the inward orientation of the {111} planes
activated during indentation of Al, the glide loops expand and
intersect to produce three, intersecting k110l-oriented slip steps on
the surface (Fig. 3c). Upon increasing indenter displacement, loops
nucleate on adjacent {111} planes; four such loops interact, with a
segment from each forming one side of a parallelogram (Fig. 4a).
This prismatic loop structure moves through the crystal along its
glide prism to the bottom of the substrate (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Information Fig. 1). It is important to note that the prismatic
loops are not homogeneously nucleated; instead they are emitted
near the surface, aided by the reaction products of homogeneously
nucleated glide loops. As shown in 3D simulations for Cu (Supplementary Information Fig. 2), increased elastic anisotropy alters
the lock/source formation in k111l indentation, leading to an

incipient plasticity mode more similar to 2D observations, that is,
expansion of glide loops and twinning.
We now analyse the experimental observations of {111} singlecrystal Al (ref. 4), indented with a nominally sharp indenter
(approximate indenter tip radius R ¼ 50 nm), as shown in Fig.
1a. The P–h response is elastic until a shear stress of ,5.5 GPa is
attained beneath the rounded tip. If both the initial and subsequent
slip events were homogeneously nucleated, then each subsequent
event would require gigapascal-level local stresses observed as an
increase in applied load (hardening). Experimentally, however, no
apparent hardening is observed during major displacement bursts,
which correspond to the creation and propagation of ,50 complete
slip events4 . Thus, a hypothesis of multiple homogeneously
nucleated prismatic loops is incompatible with the experimental
data on major bursts. With reference to our MD simulations, we
suggest that incipient plasticity is initiated by homogeneously
nucleated glide loops that subsequently react to form 3D, secondary
dislocation sources similar to the Frank–Read source. These sources
operate at megapascal-level local stresses until most of the stored
elastic energy is exhausted. After significant emission from a single
secondary source, back-stresses from dislocation pile-up counteract
the external resolved stress for the corresponding slip system,
thereby shutting down this dislocation source. Subsequent bursts
occur only when the applied load is increased sufficiently to cause
existing sources to emit single dislocation loops discretely, resulting
in minor relaxations. The minor bursts and hardening continue
until the creation of a source on a different slip system, leading to
a second major relaxation, and this process repeats. This interpretation, supported by recent atomistic calculations which show
that inhomogeneities such as atomic steps and grooves near the
indented surface can greatly reduce the nucleation stress in
nanoindentation8,22, provides a self-consistent, mechanism-based
explanation of the observed transition from the onset of elastic
instability to incipient plasticity in nanoindentation responses
such as Fig. 1a.
Although our study is framed in the context of indentation, the
quantitative and predictive capabilities of our results have implications for both experimental and computational investigations of
large-strain deformation phenomena. For example, dislocation

Figure 4 Incipient plasticity in k111l spherical indentation of Al. a, Plan view of the MD
simulation comprising 350,000 atoms. The intersection points (stars) indicate the corners
of the emitted prismatic loop. b, On further indenter displacement, dislocation half-loops
on two {111}k110l slip systems cross-slip and pinch off from the surface, forming a
prismatic dislocation loop which moves through the crystal along its glide prism

(dashed lines) without increasing in loop diameter. Atom colour corresponds to
coordination number N as described in Fig. 3 legend. A parallelogram slip mark is left
on the bottom surface when the prismatic loop leaves the lower, unconstrained film
surface.
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dynamics studies of strain hardening that at present assume an
initial dislocation configuration could incorporate the proposed
interatomic-potential-based FEM to solve for the regular stress field
solution component, and use the L-criterion to nucleate new,
embryonic dislocation loops. Likewise, experimental studies of
the initiation and early stages of nanoscale deformation via slip,
twinning or cracking could be designed to exploit the abovementioned effects of crystallographic orientation, elastic anisotropy
and boundary conditions.
A
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A large impact by a comet or meteorite releases an enormous
amount of energy, which evaporates, melts and fractures the
surrounding rocks1–4. Distinctive features of such impacts are
‘shatter cones’, deformed rocks characterized by hierarchical
striated features5,6. Although such features have been used for
decades as unequivocal fingerprints of large-body impacts, the
process by which shatter cones form has remained enigmatic.
Here we show that the distinctive shatter-cone striations naturally result from nonlinear waves (front waves) that propagate
along a fracture front7–10. This explains the observed systematic
increase of striation angles with the distance from the impact.
Shatter-cone networks, typically spanning many scales, can be
understood as hierarchical bifurcations of the fracture front,
which is generated by the immense energy flux carried by the
initial, impact-generated, shock waves. Our quantitative predictions based on this theory are supported by field measurements
at the Kentland and Vredefort impact sites. These measurements
indicate that shatter cones near to the impact site were formed by
fractures propagating at nearly the Rayleigh wave speed of the
host rocks, whereas the furthest shatter cones observed (about
40 km from the impact site) were formed by fronts moving more
slowly. These results provide insight into impact dynamics as
well as dissipative mechanisms in solids subjected to sudden,
extremely intense fluxes of energy.
The formidable shock waves generated during large extraterrestrial impacts intensely deform crustal rock1–4. Beyond the nearimpact region, where rock evaporation and melting prevail, shockinduced structures are dominant3,11. Some of the most distinct of
these structures are shatter cones (Fig. 1a and b), which are observed
in nature only at large impact sites. They range in size from a few
centimetres to a few metres5,11, and generally occur within hierarchic networks—called ‘horse-tail’ structures5—in which cascades
of contiguous cones of monotonously decreasing size are observed
(Fig. 1b). Although shatter cones are frequently semiconical, complete cones are rare12,13, and, in many cases, their characteristic
striations are observed on nearly planar surfaces14 (Fig. 1b).
The precise mechanism for shatter-cone formation is unknown.
It has been shown that conical shapes could result either from the
interaction of shock waves with point inhomogeneities in rocks15, or
from interactions between the main compressive shock and
rebound waves16. However, these models do not explain the dominant features of shatter cones: characteristic striations (Fig. 1a), the
‘horse-tail’ cone hierarchy (Fig. 1b), and the rarity of complete
cones. Here we present a new model for shatter-cone formation that
is based on recent developments in the study of dynamic fracturing7–10. This model explains the characteristic features of shatter
cones, and its predictions are supported by field observations at the
classic impact sites of Vredefort, South Africa, and Kentland,
Indiana.
The Kentland impact deformed a thick sequence of Mesozoic
carbonate and clastic rocks. A quarry, 1 km2 in area and 200 m in
depth, in the central, uplifted part of this impact provides large,
three-dimensional shatter-cone exposures. Our fieldwork reveals
that shatter cones are not separable, isolated objects within the rock
mass, but are secondary structures that are generated along the
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